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Parallel Lines as Tools
for Making Turbulence Visible
Introduction to
the Theoretical Background
Bruno Latour’s idea of the circulating reference. Why is it that we try to
achieve new insights, new knowledge, new design by way of making artifacts
such as sketches, diagrams, and models? This ubiquitous practice may
sound quite banal, but there was some agitation among scholars when the
French anthropologist Bruno Latour proposed that the more fabricated
and mediated inscriptions are, the better natural scientists can comprehend
reality and the more objectivity can be accumulated. Latour is an intellec-
tual who belongs to the ‘‘practical turn’’ in science and technology studies,
inquiring into the material manifestations of inscriptions, constructions,
and representations. In his seminal early 1990s paper, Circulating Reference,
Latour minutely retraced the joint effort of a small interdisciplinary team
consisting of a botanist, a pedologist, and two geomorphologists in their
mission to find out whether the savanna or the forest was gaining in land
area in the Amazonian province of Roraima (Boa Vista). In order to illus-
trate this process for his readers, he created what he calls a ‘‘photophilosoph-
ical montage.’’ He distinguished single steps in the research, for example:
1. The scientists inspect a suitable site where the savanna meets the forest.
2. They lean over two kinds of maps, pointing at precise locations.
3. In the forest, numbered tin tags placed on trees mark former visits.
4. The cut specimens of plants are collected, numbered, and put in a certain order
in shelves.
5. Later they are inspected on a table.
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And so on. Latour describes the path from the phenomena of the expedi-
tion to the shared scientific publication as a cascade of aligned acts of
measuring, collecting, mapping, abstracting, selecting, classifying, and num-
bering. He is interested in every connection where something is turned into
a notation. Although he is scientifically accurate, he remains at a certain
distance from the processes, especially with regard to the pictorial elements.
We are not told why the vertical section looks this way and not that; if
conventions, personal bias, or cultural practices play a role; or to what
extent a preliminary sketch was reworked—or how, or why.
In this project Latour is concerned with an old problem in the philos-
ophy of science. Via a chain of reference, of discontinuous and thus ‘‘risky’’
intermediate steps, he wants to replace a dualistic representational model
(the ‘‘Great Divide’’), one that cannot convincingly bridge the distance
between a phenomenon and its iconic or textual representation—that is,
between world and word. According to Latour, empiricism shows that a ref-
erence is established with each work step where small gaps come about
while points of contact are ensured. No single artifact, only the chain of
reference as a whole, is able to carry the burden of representation. The
reference circulates along the chain if each element is available for review.
‘‘An essential property of this chain is that it must remain reversible. The
succession of stages must be traceable, allowing for travel in both direc-
tions.’’1 The symmetry inherent in Latour’s reference system is plausible
from a retrospective point of view that mainly looks at the actants. Latour
himself offers some decisive hints that the situation does not really function
as symmetrically as the expression ‘‘reversibility’’ may suggest. He writes:
‘‘We see only an unbroken series of well-nested elements, each of which
plays the role of sign for the previous one and of thing for the succeeding
one.’’2 The elements are treated in retrospect as signs (or form), and in
prospect as thing (or matter). This directionality is crucial. When the
researcher points in the direction of ‘‘thing,’’ and thus tries to think into
the future toward what still has to be found, and when s/he tries to act while
the next small step is not yet accomplished, the situation proves consider-
ably more complex and opaque. If, according to Latour, the representation
lies solely in the chain of reference and not in a single picture—and much
speaks for this hypothesis—how can a scientist then decide about the next
steps to take? In the end, one has only the ingredients at one’s disposal for
problem solving, but no recipe for finding one’s way through, says the
model theoretician Marcel Boumans.3 The tinkering is carried out through
the inclusion of the most obvious, namely, what one, with great effort and
control, has put in front of one’s eyes and into one’s hands. It is necessary,
then, to take a closer look at what is at hand and to investigate how it is
available.
2 Representations
On the operativity of images. The idea of operativity is not absent in Latour’s
thinking, but in my reworking of Latour’s diagram of circulating reference
(fig. 1), I have added the function of operativity in order to emphasize its
importance. The actor-network theory he developed with Michel Callon and
John Law indeed offers the idea of spaces of change and translations in which
objects of knowledge are handled not only as information in social systems
but also as active entities that organize and regulate networks. Thus the agency
of nonhuman entities is emphasized. Nonetheless, Latour is much more con-
cerned in his texts with the question of reference, or why scientific outcomes
can be so powerful and ‘‘universal’’ though fabricated locally. Latour would
probably ask how much operativity (in the sense of ability to connect or to
be reworked) is necessary for the representational chain. I wouldask how much
or which kind of representation is necessary for an image to be operative.
In images and models we find the very particular situation presented
and represented at the same time. Both images and models are in a field of
tension between representation (depicting something) and productivity
(facilitating something). Science historian Evelyn Fox Keller has named the
heuristically separate poles within model theory ‘‘model-of’’ and ‘‘model-
for.’’4 ‘‘Operativity’’ can be linked to the latter.
Models and images can be regarded as instruments or as representations
in this context because they are distinguished by the fact that one works with
them and on them at the same time. When analyzing how they are used
operatively, one pays attention to how they open the scope of activity, provide
an opportunity for interaction, support or inhibit certain examinations.5 The
notion of operativity is rarely used in the context of images, probably because
figure 1. Reworking of Bruno Latour’s diagram of circulating reference in the
sciences (1999). The added hand and eye stand for full-body engagement
while operating with the materials at hand. From Bruno Latour,
‘‘Circulating Reference: Sampling the Soil in the Amazon Forest,’’ in
Pandora’s Hope: Essays on the Reality of Science Studies 73 (Cambridge, MA,
1999), fig. 2.24. With kind permission of Bruno Latour.
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they are often not seen as places of actions. The work of philosopher Sybille
Kra¨mer is an exception.6 She speaks of operativity in the context of diagrams
and notational iconicity, meaning manageability and explorability as well as
an ability to constitute objects and generate results. For Kra¨mer, diagrams are
not only instruments for visualizing but also fields of experiment. This view of
operativity may serve to explain how images function in processes of cogni-
tion and intervention, how something to be invented can be ‘‘found.’’
The Comparison
By comparing two case studies in which each experimenter uti-
lized his own complexes of images, building upon his findings and using
them as instruments of insight in order to find something new, I hope to
provide evidence for the potential of such an approach, one that focuses on
production—that is, on how experiments were actually prepared and con-
ducted. I discuss how two experimental scientists—the well-known French
physiologist Etienne-Jules Marey and the more obscure German zoologist
Friedrich Ahlborn—advanced their efforts to visualize physical turbulences
(air and water) at the turn of the twentieth century. How did they engage
with their staged model-turbulences? In their aerodynamic and hydrody-
namic experiments, they marked the phenomena, created photographic
records, and compiled synthesizing diagrams. At first the visualizations they
developed may seem quite similar, as they both used fields of parallel-
aligned lines to represent results. However, any depiction of turbulent flows
is based upon several creative as well as conceptual presuppositions. A closer
look at how these lines are made and conceived shows that, for various
reasons, similar means of visualizing comparable phenomena function dif-
ferently. By analyzing the visual logic of such a formal arrangement as the
field of parallel lines, I ask which of the various but not arbitrary usages were
adopted, and to what end. I am keen to extract the differences—which in
my argument point to the function of images, their modus operandi—and to
get a better understanding of the individual image techniques. I show to
what extent the adopted techniques and the purpose-made pictorial arti-
facts foster or inhibit actions and thus shape the research process. Why, for
example, does one of the scientists seem to stall with his line management
while the other experiences research-related intellectual flights of fancy?
The protagonists as reflected in the literature. Of the two researchers, Marey
is known as the one who systematized and expanded the method of graph-
ical recordings, as one of the pioneers of cinema, and as a forerunner in
motion-capture technologies, perfecting the use of the black screen.7 He is
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a widely discussed figure in visual, film, and media studies, as well as in the
history of science and history of art. With his dynamographic examinations
Marey revolutionized the relation between the traditional visual arts and
photography. Together with the photographer Eadweard Muybridge, he
‘‘solved’’ an enigma that puzzled many artists in the nineteenth century,
namely, whether a trotting horse at top speed can have, at any given
moment, all four hooves off the ground.8 The associated picture series led
to controversial discussions among Muybridge’s contemporaries, as the
camera view did not correspond to the human impression and contradicted
all traditional modes of representation. One faction (Georges Gue´roult,
Auguste Rodin, and Robert de la Sizeranne) insisted upon the difference
between the artistic truth (truth of ensemble) and the scientific truth (truth
of detail). The members of the other faction, academic painters like Jean-
Louis-Ernest Meissonier and Jean-Baptiste-Edouard De´taille, after the initial
shock used the instantaneous photographs quite literally to correct the
positions of horses’ legs in their hippographic artworks. Although Marey
himself stated clearly that aesthetics was not his field, together with Georges
Demeny¨ he conceived an artists’ handbook, a chapter of which he titled
Locomotion in Man from an Artistic Point of View, which proposed ways artists
could use chronophotography (for example, Marey writes that the most
visible moments for the eye are the most intense on the photographic plate
due to the accumulated exposure times).9 Less concerned with positivist
questions, the philosopher of aesthetics Paul Souriau appreciated Marey’s
multiple exposures on a fixed plate not because of any fidelity to nature but
because with them a completely new visual language for suggesting the
impression of movement could be gained.10 Avant garde figures in the arts,
such as Georges Seurat, Edgar Degas, Frantisˇek Kupka, and Marcel Duchamp
were also attracted by this visual effect. The question of how motion should be
represented even led to deep struggles within the Italian futurist group. While
Giacomo Balla and the Bragaglia brothers followed Marey in depicting suc-
cessive phases of a movement, Umberto Boccioni favored the idea of duration
and potential force as expressed by the philosopher Henri Bergson—who
worked at the same time and institution, covering the same topics as Marey,
but holding an opposite view.
According to Marta Braun, who in her seminal book Picturing Time pro-
vides an insightful overview of his rich body of work, Marey’s images became
the ‘‘dominant twentieth-century pictorial convention of the dynamic sensa-
tion of time.’’11 The images seem to correspond to the wish to depict modern
experiences of speed and dynamism, and Marey’s work in turn became ‘‘the
key visual source of this aesthetic modernism.’’12 Thus, it is not surprising that
many scholars today acknowledge a kind of influence from Marey on younger
generations of artists and filmmakers and on some new technological
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inventions. Where such a genealogy is not the primary goal, Marey’s work is
often discussed within the realm of theory-laden concepts like ‘‘memory,’’
‘‘trace,’’ the poetics of the seemingly automatic ‘‘self-inscription’’ of move-
ments, and the ‘‘visualization of the invisible.’’ My approach points more to
the hands-on side of image- or model-based research—in other words, to the
‘‘microbricolage’’ with artifacts, to use Franc¸ois Dagognet’s expression.13
Relatively few scholars have dealt with Marey’s last experiments, in which
he revealed himself as a pioneer of wind tunnels.14 The centennial exposi-
tion at the Muse´e d’Orsay, in Paris 2004, entitled Mouvements de l’air was
devoted to these experiments. The audience was allowed to play with five
very impressive reconstructed wind tunnels. Marey himself hardly published
any theoretical commentaries (just four short notes) on his aerodynamic
images.15 Is this fact a symptom of Marey’s being ‘‘a polymorphous and
bulimic [boulimique] scientist’’?16 This quite dramatic description may sug-
gest simply that Marey did not rest long with one problem and was soon
attracted by another topic around his general theme, ‘‘movement.’’
I am more sympathetic to the opinion of theater scholar Daniela Hahn,
who says that turbulence also affected Marey’s epistemic practice and there-
fore irritated him.17 However, she offers no reason why this might be the
case. The science historian Christoph Hoffmann, who compares Marey’s
work with the streamline experiments of Ludwig and Ernst Mach, shows
that quantification became a (largely unsolved) issue in scientific photog-
raphy around 1900. In his view, these researchers were ‘‘to a certain extent
‘dazzled’ or ‘trapped’ by the capacities of their favorite tools.’’18 I think it is
important to open this black box of ‘‘tools,’’ or ‘‘media,’’ especially as Marey
and Ahlborn did not just apply an already fully developed technology to
their experiments. The recording devices themselves can be seen as objects
of study. Furthermore, I would like to propose an explanation for Marey’s
lack of success in this case by pointing to the difficulties he encountered in
the kinds of images he produced and how he (most likely) engaged with
them. His lack of success is closely linked to habits, persistent ways of think-
ing, established or personal problem-solving strategies, and so on.
But, in general, Georges Didi-Huberman is correct in saying that Marey was
gifted in constructing open experimental setups that could surprise him time
and again and allowed him to be productive. According to Didi-Huberman,
Marey’s imaginative genius lay in the fact that ‘‘he prolonged these surprises in
a heuristic sense and instrumentalized them in a novel way without considering
the rule previously axiomatically defined for the experimental apparatus.’’19
Although Friedrich Ahlborn was, in my opinion, equally versatile and
inventive with respect to his imaging techniques, he has remained largely
unknown. Practically no literature exists about him.20 While he was certainly
a known member of the German-speaking scientific community at the time
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—not least because of his long-running controversy with Ludwig Prandtl,
one of the leading flow researchers—he has not left a noticeable trace in the
art world. This is no doubt due to the fact that he did not have the means to
spread his ideas in richly illustrated volumes. Nonetheless, Ahlborn’s
images, like Marey’s, can be examined in aesthetic terms. He put consider-
able effort into achieving ideals like clarity by eliminating unwanted arti-
facts, cropping, accentuating contrasts, symmetrizing, or finding reduced
and concise form(ula)s for complexities. This was likely important for con-
vincing himself first of all, and then his colleagues, of the value of his find-
ings, even though it meant accepting a certain tension between singular
optical results and reconstructions based on accumulated impressions.
If in the following I address the unquestionably aesthetic images with
respect to their purpose, that is, for their epistemic aspect, it is not because I
am writing the history of the visualization of turbulence. Likewise, my recov-
ery of Ahlborn is not motivated by ambition to close a gap in the history of
experimental physics. Instead, through the following two case studies I want
to discuss by example the roles of images in situations of knowledge pro-
duction. The pioneering attempts of Marey and Ahlborn to deal scientifically
with what later would be called chaotic dynamics were carried out in a situa-
tion where no secure knowledge and no established procedures yet existed.
Another reason their experiments are suitable for my approach is that both
developed a three-step procedure for gaining and reworking their images,
making it possible to examine what happens with and between each step.
Similarities/Things in Common. What are the commonalities between the
two scientists? Both examined birds’ flight and moved their research focus
from the kinematics of the wing to its effect on the surrounding medium.
Thus, initially, both experimented with an air gauge. Soon each dropped
this technology because they realized how easily their object of investigation
could be influenced. Ahlborn wrote, ‘‘The mere measurement is blind.
Whoever is able to photograph the current, in addition to the mere mea-
surements, can evaluate his results with much greater accuracy.’’21 This is
why they stopped using measuring apparatuses within the sensitive medium
itself. In any case, both of them hoped to get to an understanding of the
inner relations and the distribution of forces by making the invisible visible.
Both worked as outsiders with only a few collaborators, and each had finan-
cial worries. Both were wholehearted experimenters and struggled with the
fact that in most cases they were not able to derive a mathematical formu-
lation from their qualitative findings. They felt compelled to put existing
flow theories on a reliable foundation through explicit experiments with
ideal frictionless liquids.22 Around 1900, both turned to the topic of aero-
dynamics and designed individual experimental setups that permitted
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optical access to the study of turbulence. Both let the findings from their
pictorial results leave their mark when it came to making adaptations to the
experiments. In their visualization methods, they relied on a shared
source of inspiration, the pioneer Ludwig Mach.23 Marey became known
through chronophotography; Ahlborn occasionally called his pictures
‘‘photochronographies.’’ These expressions meant something different in
each case, but for both photography was combined with temporality. Aston-
ishingly, Marey also called the photographs of his wind tunnel ‘‘chronopho-
tography.’’ If ‘‘chronophotography’’ is defined as a repeatedly exposed
photographic plate, I hope to show why the wind-tunnel photos are not
chronophotographs.24
In the experiments with flow, both investigators used the visual marking
of the phenomenon, which then appeared as a streak formation in the
photographs. These streaks came about differently (I will come back to this
issue later). In each case, the photographs served as the starting basis for
their respective analyses, which were then interpreted in hand-drawn sche-
matic diagrams. Thus both scientists had developed a three-step procedure:
first both established differentiations by marking the phenomenon; second,
the photographic record was analyzed; and third, the photographic record
was synthesized graphically. The following comparison considers the pas-
sages between the three steps of the procedures and focuses on a special
formal depiction of phenomena used by both: namely, a field of parallel-
aligned lines. This field of lines turns out to be a productive instance of
representation that allowed both scientists to bring clarity into the nonlin-
ear dynamic in the first place. It influenced the research process by opening
and facilitating some paths of inquiry and by resisting variation in other
respects. To what extent these lines can be further developed or applied in
multiple ways also depends how they are made and conceived. And here the
differences begin.
Case Study I:
Etienne-Jules Marey’s Wind Tunnels
Between the years 1899 and 1901, Etienne-Jules Marey con-
structed four so-called two-dimensional wind tunnels. In his book Le vol des
oiseaux (1890) he had already explained, regarding air resistance, that it is
irrelevant whether it is the object or the air that moves, as long as one or the
other is at rest.25 In his wind tunnels he chose a resting obstacle—which is
consistent with his previous work in which it was always dynamic bodies that
were examined, in that he now directed his attention to the moving air.
Marey’s wind tunnels consist of a vitrine into which smoke is piped from
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above through equidistant nozzles. In later versions the smoke filaments are
suctioned out from below. The first challenge of this experimental setting
was the production of a regular air current. In order to eliminate unwanted
eddies (remous) when introducing the smoke, Marey invented a kind of filter
system with fine silk gauze stretched over a wooden frame. ‘‘In order to
prevent the fan attached to the container below and suctioning down the
smoke filaments from likewise turning into a ‘cause de troubles,’ silk gauzes
were also arranged on the bottom to regulate the airstream.’’26 In this way,
subtle smoke streaks develop—arranged like the strings of a lyre, wrote
Marey.27 In the approximate middle of the vitrine an object was introduced
so that the—here now desired—vortices (tourbillons) of moved air could
unfold. Thanks to the experiments he conducted in an aquarium in 1893,
Marey was confident that chronophotography could serve for the study of
air movement as well as it had for the study of water, and it would show how
the air threads behave when meeting obstacles.28 Consciously he chose the
‘‘distanced medium’’ of photography in order not to compromise the easily
perturbable air. But Marey struggled, as did Ahlborn, with the shock waves
and the dust formation caused by the photographic flash.29 The flash ‘‘sur-
prises’’ the curling streaks, but on the other hand a permanent illumination
heats the air.30 The issue of lighting seems to play a central role in turbu-
lence research in general.31 The difficulty with light was probably not the
sole reason that Marey made only snapshots of his wind-tunnel experiments,
and not photographic series, multiple exposures, or films, as he had done in
his research into reproducing movement.
A photographic test image (fig. 2) has been preserved that shows Marey’s
fourth and last wind tunnel without an obstacle. With this he demonstrated
that the undisturbed course of the smoke fills the whole chamber with a reg-
ularly striated field. This kind of visual calibration is repeated in each of the
recordings in the upper third of the image as a sort of inlet flow. In order to
gain something scientifically usable, differences must first be established. In
working with a camera, an optical contrast is necessary. The difference
between a pointed absence of turbulence in the region ahead of the obstacle,
on the one hand, and the event, which then can obtrude distinctly and in full
clarity, on the other, serves to demonstrate the reliability of the setup.
Excursus: Ahlborn’s doubts. In Ahlborn’s view, too, the parallelism of lines
indicates ‘‘calm,’’ and the deviation from it, ‘‘event’’ (fig. 3): ‘‘If one were to
take a picture without disturbing the water with an immersed body of resis-
tance, these lines would necessarily run parallel and all theoretically have
the same length; thus, they would evoke the impression of a uniformly
flowing liquid.’’32 What works in Ahlborn’s water tunnel because of the
resting fluid (I will introduce his experimental setup later) is not readily
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transferable to a wind tunnel where air is introduced. He is convinced that
here this calmness is deceptive. Ahlborn indeed appreciated Marey’s
advances. In Ahlborn’s view, however, his colleague (and other contempor-
aries) had not yet accurately registered the phenomena because their
recordings lacked the needed clarity at the crucial location: ‘‘Unfortunately,
the perturbances next to the introduced bodies are so vast that the fine
smoke filaments often lose their contours as they approach the obstacle.
And thus, the most essential part of the appearances remain hidden in
a uniform mist. Furthermore, the method has the disadvantage that the
velocity of the flow cannot be varied much. Further consequences have not
been drawn from these images,’’ at least no correct ones, said Ahlborn.33
This is not necessarily due to the incompetence of the researchers, ‘‘in fact,
the immediate observation of this form of air movement [turbulence] is
impossible, not only because air is invisible—this problem could in a pinch
be remedied by introducing floating visible bodies [Sichtkoerper]—but also
because it is a matter of highly involuted, spinning, and at the same time
figure 2. Etienne-Jules Marey,
photograph of wind tunnel with
57 injectors, without obstacle,
1901. From Georges Didi-
Huberman and Laurent
Mannoni, Mouvements de l’air,
Etienne-Jules Marey, photographe des
fluides, (Paris, 2004), plate xii.
Collection Cine´mathe`que
franc¸aise, Paris.
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progressing movement.’’34 According to Ahlborn, air is not suitable for
investigations because it cannot be controlled to a sufficient degree. Indeed,
in the wind tunnels one tries to master the situation by switching in so-called
flow straighteners. These are wide-meshed alveolar grids made from metal
sheets, which are often arranged consecutively in a row. In this way the
airflow caused by a turbine is brought into regulated pathways. The photo-
graphs of figure 4 depict a wind tunnel without a test object. They show the
consequences of staggered, built-in antiturbulence grids on air flow of a con-
stant velocity (12.2 meters per second). Obviously, these devices (as well as
Marey’s nozzles) achieve the desired effect by divesting the wind of most of
its lateral movement.
Nonetheless, Ahlborn expresses his reservations: ‘‘The flow straightener
however is not only a destroyer but also a generator of turbulent movement
because due to friction new eddies must develop along its planes/surfaces’’
(see fig. 5).35 And elsewhere he writes, ‘‘The wind jet obtains, through the
double layers of opposing, rotating vortices, the same cellular arrangement
as the flow straightener and the rotating columns of liquid of the vortices,
which envelop each cell space in dense succession, forming a sort of skele-
ton in the flow that opposes a certain resistance against the deformation
through outer forces.’’36 The artificial double-rowed Ka´rma´n ‘‘vortex
streets’’ (a repeating pattern of swirling vortices) disadvantageously affect
the research results. For Ahlborn, this is reason enough to study the aero-
dynamics via the hydrodynamics.
The graphical and chronophotographical methods as precursor techniques. Let
me now return to Marey and his smoke filaments, which, at least macro-
scopically, run in linear paths. Although attractive, pleasing photographic
representations of them were not his aim. In order to better anticipate
Marey’s next steps in light of the test arrangement of his wind tunnels it
figure 3. Friedrich Ahlborn, sketch
showing stream lines in even (left)
and whirling or turbulent (right)
flow. Deutsches Museum Archiv,
Bildstelle, Munich.
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is necessary to understand the methods he had developed and practiced up
to that time.
It has become standard in Marey scholarship to divide his work into two
or three distinct stages. Dagognet, for example, speaks of ‘‘three Mareys’’:
one studying internal organic movement with the graphic method (until
1870), the second examining external locomotion with chronophotography
(until 1890), and the third dealing primarily with physical ‘‘subjects’’—
beyond solid bodies (until the end of his life).37 John Douard objects that
these distinctions could be somewhat misleading because ‘‘Marey main-
tained throughout his career a constant set of theoretical background
beliefs, a commitment to attenuated and accessible visual display (the
graphical method), and an experimental heuristic of simple decomposi-
tion.’’38 I also think it is crucial to take into consideration the fact that he
carried the results and techniques of all his research into each new problem.
Marey is generally associated with the ‘‘graphical method.’’ Though he is
considered the method’s eponym, a status further consolidated with his
figure 4. F. N. M. Brown, plate with results of different alignments (0-, 2-, 5-, and
12-grid screens) in wind channel, without obstacle, 1971. From F. N. M.
Brown, See the Wind Blow (South Bend, IN, 1971).
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book La me´thode graphique dans les sciences expe´rimentales (1878), he is not its
inventor. The ‘‘graphical method’’ can be traced back to the beginning of
the seventeenth century.39 In order to obviate or lessen the need for conven-
tional vivisection, Marey designed noninvasive ‘‘sensitive automata,’’ which
ideally could gather ‘‘autographic’’ traces from an intact body. Bodily pro-
cesses like the pulsating expansion of arteries or the movement of the chest
while breathing were transmitted mechanically to a quill. The course of the
recorded dynamic appeared as a continuous white thread on a constantly
rotating, carbon-black cylinder. The recorded horizontal lines simply meant
the passing of time; a deviation, however, marked an event, as, for example,
the muscle-jerk of a frog’s shank provoked by an electric shock (fig. 6).
Marey synchronized different simultaneous recordings of an occurrence
on various cylinders by assembling them in a single diagram so that correla-
tions could be more easily discerned. But in the wind tunnel, Marey did not
conduct direct measurements. Therefore it is useful to recall a second com-
ponent that he utilized in his aerodynamic studies: the photographic
recording technique. Marey regarded it merely as a special case of the
graphical method, to the extent that ‘‘it allowed for the ‘inscription de
mouvements extre`mement rapides’ as well as for registering movements
figure 5. Friedrich Ahlborn,
‘‘vortex streets’’ behind a grid
(flow straightener), 1931. The
plate’s length is 10 cm; the
distance between the trails is 2
cm. The white lines are due to
a light reflection accompanying
the rear end of the single
elements of the flow
straightener. From Friedrich
Ahlborn, ‘‘U¨ber theoretische
und natu¨rliche Stro¨mungen,’’
Flugwesen 10, no. 1 (1930): 5,
fig. 8.
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that do not have enough motor power to guide a quill over the paper.’’40
The graphical method also has the disadvantage of slightly distorting the
recorded curves due to the friction and inertia of the links in the machine’s
chain. Marey found a solution for this problem with the help of a system that
has no inertia: the light beam.41 With fixed-plate chronophotography he
had several possibilities for capturing a movement. These possibilities indi-
cate that the trade-off for visibility is avoidance of the movement constituted
by duration and the introduction of the idea of time into the image.42
If he wanted to keep the spatial features and respect the bodily
appearance, he got continuous blurring. If he wanted to refine the analysis
through the augmentation of the exposure frequencies, he got multiple
overlappings of distinct positions. In order to differentiate the positions,
he had to reduce the body to reference points.43 With the reference points,
however, he again caused a kind of uncertainty in need of further interpre-
tation. From another perspective, one could say that the multiple exposure
method adds the idea of something continuous to the snapshot, while it is
not until the curve that is derived thereby appears that discontinuous mea-
surement points, placed sequentially side by side, are connected.44 From the
chronophotographs of locomotion, Marey extracts graphics that point more
to the movement than to the moved body.
The transcription of the visual traces of chronophotography try to retain
two opposed, but for Marey equally important, aspects: the ‘‘graphical
method’’ sets the bodies’ outer appearance aside in favor of a continuous
recording of the movement, while the ‘‘photographical method’’ renounces
a continuous recording in order to show the body in movement in a discon-
tinuous view.
Transfer of the graphical and the chronophotographical methods into the wind
tunnel experiments. For the wind-tunnel images Marey used the continuous
figure 6. Etienne-Jules Marey, sketch
of the functioning of a myograph, 1878.
From Etienne-Jules Marey, La me´thode
graphique dans les sciences expe´rimentales et
principalement en physiologie et en me´decine
(Paris, 1878), 194, fig. 97. Courtesy of
Editions Elsevier Masson SAS.
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line from the graphical method and the multidimensionality from the
chronophotographical method (fig. 7). By ‘‘multidimensionality’’ I mean
the consideration of synchronous data from several spatially distributed
‘‘measurement points.’’ This is why there is not just one smoke filament,
but several (and with each new wind tunnel Marey increased them in num-
ber). I am convinced that Marey intended to benefit from the same transfer
of diagrammatic transcriptions that he had found advantageous with
chronophotography.
For this he prepared the object of study in a comparable manner: the
movement-carrying elements are successively spread over the whole area of
the wind tunnel; they are optically amplified; and the rest of the tunnel is
darkened, eliminating spatial depth, limiting the scope of what can happen
in the experimental setup, and integrating the measure reference. More-
over, if the analytical evaluation always happens by means of the ex post
facto reconstructed trajectories, here, with the smoke filaments, Marey
seems to have succeeded in regaining something from the apparent autom-
atism of the graphical recording. The uninterrupted lines are already there
as a motif. With this solution, is Marey nearer to his aim of analytic synthesis?
Obviously not. Snapshots like the ones we know from his archive still do not
allow the researcher to fix the geometry of the temporal process on paper.
Instead, perplexity holds sway. Marey confessed to Samuel Langley, who
organized a grant to help Marey develop his last wind tunnel, that he was
sometimes quite stuck when it came to interpreting certain experimental
results. This holds, for example, also for the bizarre paths of smoke
threads.45 Marey felt himself compelled to the unusual step of begging his
colleagues for advice: ‘‘I would like to attract the attention of my colleagues,
especially of those who study the questions of mechanics, and to ask them to
investigate the best conditions for obtaining reliable images of how the air
behaves when it comes into contact with solid bodies of various forms.
Furthermore, I ask them to enlighten me with respect to the mechanical
interpretation of the figures that represent nothing other than the kine-
matic facts of the problem I am trying to solve.’’46
The field in movement: difficulties and approaches to solving the problem. In the
following I would like to briefly sketch why the functional logic of the
graphical as well as the chronophotographical method each fall short for
the wind-tunnel experiments.
(a) The logic of the graph. Marey mentions musical notation as a role
model for the development of graphical writing in physiology.47 It is inter-
esting that he established this genealogical connection because, besides the
universal claim accompanying it, he revealed something about his concep-
tion of the logic of graphical recording. The notation lays down a sequence
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along parallel horizontal lines (which as pentagrams, however, form rigid
references for the tone pitch). With respect to movement, the graph func-
tions analogously so that one could say that the present event is exactly
where the quill touches the spool. The more we move away from the posi-
tion of the quill and look at the marks left behind, the more we look back
into the past onto former occurrences (or sounds). If we isolate a smoke
filament and compare it with a graph, we come to an essential difference
and thus to a problem. While the graph fixes (saves), the streak in the wind
tunnel remains in motion everywhere, so there is no saved space for the past.
Where would the equivalent of the events at the cutting edge of the pres-
ent be; where is the newest mark showing what is happening right now, if
the part of each smoke filament that has proceeded the farthest forward is
the oldest? Here, the vanguard has accumulated the most ‘‘history.’’ On
one hand, the foremost part is the oldest, and if it reaches the lower end of
the tunnel, it disappears. On the other hand, nothing revealing has hap-
pened yet where the smoke streaks freshly enter the scene in the upper
part of the wind tunnel. From these admittedly strange considerations it
turns out that the graphical logic of recording does not work here. In any
case, the fixation of events happens differently with the photographic
apparatus.
(b) The logic of chronophotography. In his presentation for the World’s
Fair of 1900 (fig. 8), Marey arranged the wind-tunnel images transversely, so
that the striations lay horizontally. In this way the same horizontal reading
direction as that in the chronophotographical studies is suggested. At first
sight, the difference seems solely to reside in the fact that in the wind tunnel
the movement is not carried out by a clearly defined body at a specific place.
However, this homology probably arises more from a wish than from a sim-
ilar manageability of the outcome. The main difference lies in the fact that
here the whole field is always filled with movement. For chronophotography,
too, Marey could only use the change at the outer edge, because the rest of
the image surface is reserved for archiving past stages.48 When taking a snap-
shot, the constant smoke supply does not disturb the region ahead of the
obstacle because the distinction is preserved. As soon as a multiple exposure
is envisaged, the constant supply certainly causes multiple superpositions,
and nothing is gained. After the obstacle, there is the additional, greater
difficulty that this visualizing technique loses its marking character by dif-
fusing. For the chronophotographical record one needs an area as limited
as possible, in which the most significant events occur followed by darkness
so that what is registered does not fade. The narrower this area is, the less
confusion the events on the photographic plate cause. Hence, an upright
walking human being is better suited than a horse to this technique, and the
technique itself proves to be motif dependent.
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If Marey had not been successful in linearizing and in narrowing the
movements in his wind tunnel, he would have been forced to give up despite
his enormous repertoire of methods.
(c) The addition of a chronograph. However, it was not Marey’s inclina-
tion to surrender too quickly. His further research focused on change in the
indicator of movement. In his last wind-tunnel type of 1901, Marey could
change between two programs: the smoke fillets were either aspirated down-
ward in smooth streaks (see fig. 1) or with an undulation (see fig. 9). The
latter is realized by adding an electrically controlled chronograph
and slightly shaking the tubes at the rate of ten times per second.
Previously Marey had put considerable effort into calming the air in the
container of the wind tunnel with silk gauges and nozzles in order to be able
figure 8. Etienne-Jules Marey, ‘‘Chronophotography, Station Physiologique,
Physique et Mechanique,’’ 1900, poster for the World’s Fair, Muse´e
Marey, Beaune, France. Etienne-Jules Marey, Physique et Me´canique,
chronophotographies, ensemble monte´ pour l’Exposition Universelle
de 1900, De´poˆt du Colle`ge de France en 1955, Muse´e Marey, Beaune,
France. Photo: J.-D. Lajoux.
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to study the development of turbulences under ‘‘sterile,’’ preferably mono-
causal conditions. And now this: the purposeful generation of an oscillation!
Science historians are right if they identify the vibrating element
attached to the nozzles as a method of measuring time.49 This invention
of Marey’s speaks to the desire for further cues for analysis and quantifica-
tion. Together the smoke fillets form a main direction—the vertical axis—
from which deviations to the left and right can be judged easily. If one
wanted to optimize the ability to locate the phenomena, one would apply
a kind of coordinate plane (for example, graph paper), that is, one would
add other rows of lines at right angles to the already existing ones. The
simplest way to get such a grid structure is to interrupt the longitudinal
stripes in equal time intervals and thus to place simultaneous dots in a row.
In all likelihood, it proved too difficult for Marey to create precisely con-
toured smoke dots in the air, however. His ultimate technical solution was to
leave the vertical streaks unbroken, so that only the indentations in them
mark the time impulses. Nonetheless, with this solution, which included
a ruler placed on one side, Marey was able to gain certain insights into
velocity rates in different regions.
The hypothesis that Marey tried to apply not only a lined pattern but also
a checked one, and thus to put in disparate markers, takes on some weight
when we look at his preliminary studies in hydrodynamics (fig. 10). Here he
realized some chronophotographs of the movements of waves in water by
using small, silvered, wax and resin balls.50 For the studies of aerodynamics
he had thought of something similar, but due to low air resistance he could
hardly attain the analogously advantageous compactness of the resin pearls.
In principle Marey—and after him Ahlborn—realized a punctual marking in
water, both aiming at dotlike entities rather than lines.
Much later, Marey’s idea was perfected, for example by F. A. Schraub
and his collaborators (fig. 11).51 In 1965, they published their hydrogen-
figure 9. Etienne-Jules Marey, photograph of wind
tunnel, with 57 injectors, with shutter function, 1901. From
Georges Didi-Huberman, Laurent Mannoni, Mouvements de
l’air, Etienne-Jules Marey, photographe des fluides (Paris, 2004),
plate xxix. Collection Cine´mathe`que franc¸aise, Paris.
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bubble method, in which a fine wire, as one end of a DC circuit, is used to
electrolyze water at regular intervals. As a consequence the density of the
tracer material is less than the density of the fluid whose motion is made
visible. The German aircraft engineer Alexander Lippisch also seemed to
build upon Marey’s approach when recording the velocity distribution
around a wing model (fig. 12). He placed nonrecurring, distinct parallel
impulses and then fixed them chronophotographically with four short
exposures. ‘‘Since the puffs at each tube were released at the same time,
the line at any station of the test field represents the position of particles of
the initial parallel flow after a certain lapse of time.’’52 Figure 12 was
designed to study the conditions of ascending lift. This kind of depiction
provides acceptably thorough insights when already streamlined model
wings are used, but not in cases where massive turbulences are created.
Thus, the resolution in figure 12 would not have been satisfactory for
Marey. Moreover he would not have stopped at this stage but would have
wanted to attach his proven diagrammatic analysis. For this he needed
differences along the course of the smoke. Only with a checked raster
encoding the ‘‘equitemporality of the occurrences’’ could Marey have
returned to his proven graphical depiction.53 In this case, he would have
diagrammed the links between photographed smoke dots of ‘‘equal age’’
with lines in order to achieve a more accurate representation (fig. 13). Such
diagrams would have made areas of acceleration or deceleration visible.
After the transition from the graphical to the (chrono)photographical
method, then, Marey would have again needed a more fundamental trans-
formation of his rich repertoire of measures in order to adequately deter-
mine air movements.
figure 10. Etienne-Jules Marey, chronophotograph showing the movement of
pearls in a liquid meeting a flat obstacle, 1893. From E.-J. Marey, 1830/
1904: La Photographie du Mouvement (Paris, 1977), 54. Collection
Cine´mathe`que franc¸aise, Paris.
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Case Study II:
Friedrich Ahlborn’s Water Channels
We now come to the second case study. As I have already men-
tioned, Friedrich Ahlborn saw that air posed too many drawbacks as
a research substrate, and thus he decided to conduct his experiments—also
those relating to airplanes—in water basins (fig. 14). In 1901, Ahlborn built
his first water tunnel, at a length of approximately two meters. He mounted
rails that ran the length of the basin, upon which a motorized car could run,
and used a weight to regulate the traveling speed of the car. A bracket
attached to the car was immersed in the basin and served as a mount for
the particular resistance object or obstacle, which was carried through the
still water. The camera could be mounted either to the traveling car (that is,
in a fixed relationship to the obstacle) or to the edge of the basin (in a fixed
figure 11. F. A. Schraub et al., photograph and schematic representation of the
time-streak marker technique applied to flow in a contraction, ca.
1965. From Wolfgang Merzkirch, Flow Visualization (New York, 1974),
43, fig. 2.20 and 2.21. Courtesy of Wolfgang Merzkirch.
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figure 12. Alexander Lippisch, four exposures of a smoke front as it passes over
a wing section operating at high lift, ca. 1956. From Henry V. Borst, The
Aerodynamics of the Unconventional Air Vehicles of A. Lippisch (Wayne, PA,
1980), 1–15, fig. 11. National Air and Space Museum (NASM
9A08391), Smithsonian Institution.
figure 13. See fig. 9, reworked by the author. Collection Cine´mathe`que
franc¸aise, Paris.
relationship to the calm water). In later attempts, he always placed two
cameras with identical lenses side by side, so that comparable images could
be made simultaneously with the static and traveling cameras. Approxi-
mately in the middle of its run, the car was to have accelerated to the desired
speed. At that moment, it closed a circuit via an attachment to its rails,
triggering the camera shutter and the flash. Due to this illumination and
to the black-painted interior walls of the trough, the de-oiled club moss
spores (Lycopodium) that had been strewn on the water’s surface (fig. 15)
were set off clearly from the background. If in Marey’s setup the smoke
fillets serve to make the turbulence visible and constitute a differentiated
field, in Ahlborn’s water channel the diffused, tiny club moss spores fulfill
this same purpose. The difference is striking. How intensely must Ahlborn
have wished for such an orderly array as the parallel smoke streaks in order
to draw the flow lines. His British colleague Henry Selby Hele-Shaw
observed ‘‘strong whirlpool action’’ in his own tubes and found it hopeless
to study these to begin with. The wish he expressed with respect to the fluid
is revealing and also holds for the tracer material. He wrote that a simpler
situation ‘‘would be the case if the water flowed very slowly in a perfectly
smooth and parallel river bed, when the particles would follow one another
figure 14. Friedrich Ahlborn, sketch of experimental setup for photographs of
the water’s surface with partially submerged obstacles, 1902. From
Friedrich Ahlborn, U¨ber den Mechanismus des hydrodynamischen
Widerstandes (Hamburg, 1902), plate 1, figs. 1–2. L. Friedrichsen &
Co. Hamburg.
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in lines called ‘streamlines,’ and the flow would be like the march of a
disciplined army, instead of like the movement of a disorderly crowd, in
which free fights tak[e] place at various points.’’54 But Ahlborn’s club moss
spores could not be brought into a regular formation; instead they arranged
themselves on the water in tiny clumps of varying size—nothing like a homo-
geneous distribution. Thus, the whole setup could be considered problem-
atic.55 Additionally, the exposure time was not long enough that a single
spore-cluster could have left behind a streak through the whole photo-
graphic plate. Instead, Ahlborn was confronted with the next critical hurdle,
namely, the production of lines in his drawings by using several recorded
sections.
Various photographic modes. When using club moss spores it became clear
that the choice of the exposure time played a crucial role in the streak
formation on the photograph. But what did Ahlborn’s recording technique
look like exactly? For the water surface Ahlborn developed three different
modes of recording (fig. 16) as applied processes of photographic flow
analysis. These permitted the representation of the movement of fluids in
the form of flow lines, force lines, and path lines. If the model was carried
through the water, the static camera with a short exposure time recorded
the system of force lines (the force field), but with a long exposure time it
recorded the path lines. If the camera traveled together with the model,
then the traveling camera with a long exposure time recorded the flow lines.
‘‘Due to the resting fluid while the photographic camera is moved, the
swimming club moss spores produce[d] on the photographic plate a system
figure 15. Friedrich Ahlborn, club moss spores (Lycopodium) on a water surface.
Deutsches Museum Archiv, Bildstelle, Munich.
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of fine lines—their length depending on the exposure period—through
which the direction of currents in the fluid is shown in every detail, with
greatest clarity.56 We name these lines flow lines and regard the obtained
photographic images as what they seem to be, namely as views of a movement
of a stream of liquid against a resting body.’’57
In order to really understand what was to be seen, the researcher had
to mentally assume the position of the camera and combine the type of
movement with the mode of recording. The photographs from the static
and traveling cameras showed ‘‘so utterly deviating and, at first, surprising
flow images, that for the uninitiated it would seem impossible to demon-
strate the correspondence of the events [thus] represented.’’58 Each of the
modes of recording offers a different view of the same phenomenon and
thus exposes different facets of it. It is not easy to comprehend that one sees
always the same—but differently.
The force lines are to be imagined as a system of rigid lines, which remains in a fixed
connection with the model—the obstacle—no matter whether the latter persists in
the flow or is carried through the fluid. The lines denote the direction of the
velocity at each position of the force field. No liquid particle goes along the force
lines . . .but moves in the force field passing by only momentarily into the direction
of the force line by which it is crossed just in that moment and which it has already
abandoned in the next instant.59
Thus, the particles travel not along the force lines, but along the flow and
path lines (see fig. 17). The path lines are nothing other than flow lines
deprived of the translational movement of the original parallel flow.
figure 16. Ahlborn’s techniques for photographic imaging of the water’s surface:
force lines (left), path lines (middle), and flow lines (right). From
Friedrich Ahlborn, ‘‘Stro¨mung und Widerstand an Platten,’’ Flugwesen
10, no. 7 (1930): 77–78.
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figure 17. Friedrich Ahlborn, photographs of a hydrodynamic experiment with
traveling camera creating flow lines (top) and stationary camera
creating path lines (bottom). Deutsches Museum Archiv, Bildstelle,
Munich.
While Marey obtained precise lines only with a short exposure time,
Ahlborn obtained them with a longer exposure period. Considering the
situation more closely, its complexity becomes apparent because with com-
plementary images Ahlborn achieved zones of clarity, but also zones of
blurring. However, the latter were not the product of mixing materials, as
with Marey’s images; they were the result of areas of overlap that were
caused by the recording technique, but which proved to be indispensible
for making the different zones visible. Ahlborn needed indicators in the
shape of points because he could use them to represent movement (which
can be detected as lines), together with areas in which no movement occurs
(which can be detected as points—and not just in the short exposures).60
This means that to have used lines from the outset would have been a dis-
advantage in terms of his desire to separate these zones optically. Through
the splitting of the phenomenon, he created a space for experimentation.
Ahlborn used his photographs to give structure to the phenomenon, and he
achieved further elucidation through his schematic drawings. With the mag-
nifying glass in his hand, Ahlborn studied his photographic plates scrupu-
lously, ‘‘What do the photograms teach us about the resistance?—In order
to answer this question, we want to extract the essence from the recordings
in the form of the schematic depiction we obtain if we draw a system of
equally spaced parallel lines in the primary direction through the unaf-
fected part of the flow in front of the obstacle and furthermore to allow
this system to follow the photographic lines of flow exactly.’’61 To begin
with, it becomes clear that Ahlborn mentally proceeds from the unaffected
flow to the turbulent zone.
The premise of charting idealized flow lines in identical intervals can be
seen as quite presumptuous, because one does not get any hint as to how to
determine the distances between them in the photographs (see fig. 18).
And then which of the short section traces are to be followed? How useful
a continuous line would be. Instead, Ahlborn has only vectors at his dis-
posal, which ‘‘to the eye appear as parts of connected flow lines.’’62 But by
drawing detached lines he creates space so that he is able to overlap differ-
ent schemes.
The graphical translation. All structuring procedures can be seen as
efforts to make something determinable. Let me recall Ahlborn’s own def-
inition of turbulence: ‘‘Under turbulence in general one understands a dis-
orderly mess of eddy-like movements, the form, rotational direction, and
force of which are fluctuating and indeterminate.’’63 At first glance, condi-
tions in the turbulent zones are not at all revealing. The following description
provides an impression of the events’ temporal component:
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figure 18. Friedrich Ahlborn, West Wind at Heligoland. Flow-line photograph
(top) and flow-line diagram (bottom). Deutsches Museum Archiv,
Bildstelle, Munich.
The fluctuations in the proceeding of the dragwater’s flows are very conspicuous.
. . . Already in the normal positioning [that is, orthogonal to the flow] of the plate
a nearly perfect symmetry of the vortices is hardly ever given in single moments. The
photograms always show some, at times quite striking, irregularities. Sometimes the
one, then the other vortex branch is more strongly developed, more rounded or
protracted; sometimes they come closer to the plate, sometimes they hang a bit
behind and leave a relatively calm, temporarily nearly stagnant dragwater behind
the plate. Accordingly, the wake is also unstable in the direction and velocity of its
movement. This is why one mostly sees quite diverse flow images on photographic
plates, the recordings of which were exposed shortly in succession twice, and one
realizes how fast these fluctuations take place.64
From this description it is evident that the graphic translations do not
mirror any specific situation but are saturated by the researcher’s pool of
experience. Ahlborn ‘‘cleared’’ the situation for more concision and adjusted
the schemata according to symmetry. He openly admitted that the various
elements of his drawings were made with recourse to several photographs.65
With the transcription of these photographs into line diagrams, Ahlborn
succeeded in exposing the processes. Through the combination of different
types of lines from the same scenario, he could find diverse correlations,
explain some structural connections, and also give more thorough explana-
tions or instructions.66 For Ahlborn the drawings turned out to be highly
productive. Without going into his scientific results, I focus instead on how
Ahlborn uses the line. Figure 19 is an example of the combination of various
kinds of lines (flow lines and force lines) representing one situation, which—
as mentioned—presuppose different kinds of photographic recordings. With
this diagrammatic overlay of two different kinds of lines representing the
same situation Ahlborn is able to distinguish discrete areas of activity. The
flow lines are shown as lines throughout the diagram and without arrows. The
force lines, with arrows, depart more or less in the opposite direction. How-
ever, in favor of clarity, Ahlborn refrains from representing the entire force
field in the area behind the obstacle. Due to the slant of the plate, the
‘‘gyromes’’ (Greek for ‘‘rounded,’’ ‘‘swirl’’) turn out different in size, but they
are clearly detectable.67 From their respective centers, some curved dotted
lines reach out, suggesting the differences in the water level’s vertical height.
Furthermore, one sees the stern wave (W2) behind the vortices, as well as the
bow wave (W1) in front of the resistance object. The line A impacts the front
side of the disk where the water separates when flowing around the obstacle,
representing the front pressure maximum. This zone should be readable
from the ideal (drawn) flow lines, as it is identical with the positions where
these lines are the greatest distance from each other. In order to understand
how the pressure of the water is linked with the distance between the drawn
lines it is necessary to consider Ahlborn’s frame of reference.
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Depiction from hydrodynamics and magnetism as models. Ahlborn started
with concepts completely different from Marey’s. With lines he divided the
water into sections; that is, he likely first chose the interval that would be
suitable for observation arbitrarily (as did Marey) and then decided which
amount of water he wanted to conceive as a ‘‘unit.’’68 Of his diagrams Ahl-
born wrote, ‘‘Each of the bands lying flat between two neighboring lines
then represents an elementary flow or flow thread, and we can imagine that
the water flows in it as in a pipe if we disregard the friction.’’69 He referred to
mathematician Daniel Bernoulli’s 1738 theorum signifying that in a steady
flow the sum of kinetic and potential energy remains constant. The same
amount of water passes faster and with less pressure through thin tubes than
through larger ones (see fig. 20). By analogy, in Ahlborn’s diagrams, diverg-
ing flow lines mean less velocity and more pressure; converging lines repre-
sent the opposite. ‘‘With the help of this key we are able to read and to
understand the documents of the flow images.’’70 To be more precise, with
this ‘‘key’’ it is possible to convert the photographs into his schemata. Neither
kind of depiction fully coincides with the other because the following state-
ment, for example, holds only for the photographs: ‘‘The length of the lines is
the measure for the flow velocity at any point of the field of resistance.’’71
Between the distance covered by the photographed club moss spores in
a known exposure time interval on the one hand and the distance between
the drawn flow lines on the other, there exists a negative correlation: the
longer the club moss spores’ traces, the narrower the distance between the
figure 19. Friedrich Ahlborn, combination of flow lines, force lines, water-level
data, and bow and stern waves, 1904. From Ahlborn, U¨ber den
Mechanismus des hydrodynamischen Widerstandes, plate 3, fig. 8. L.
Friedrichsen & Co, Hamburg.
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drawn lines. In one instance the velocity is given in the logic of camera
technology, in the other in the logic of the traditional custom of depiction.
Besides Bernoulli, Ahlborn referred to other sources to ground his
conceptualization of flow and its graphical representation. Again and again
he took up the representations of ideal potential flow by Leonhard Euler. A
further point of reference was the work of the British naval engineer William
Froude. Because of their analogue qualities and the geometric similarity,
Ahlborn relabeled the ‘‘absolute flow lines’’ ‘‘force lines.’’72 Consistent with
his rejection of the traditional (because misleading) nomenclature, he bor-
rows his term from the field of electromagnetics. The work of the English
physicist Michael Faraday, especially, turned out to be influential, as Faraday
isolated structures by spreading iron fillings in a magnetic field (thereby
following Peter Barlow and others).
According to science historian David Gooding, after 1850, when Faraday
had already developed his field theory, he started elaborating and defend-
ing this ‘‘theory of lines’’: ‘‘Lines emerged from these patterns, partly
because lines were already available and a proven means of structuring
sensory experience, and partly because of Faraday’s particular interest in
the explanatory potential of a link between vibrations and ‘striations.’’’73
Faraday regarded lines as a necessary method of differential observation for
determining differences of the magnetic influence on various (para- and
diamagnetic) substances (fig. 21). Here too the deviation of the lines from
perfect parallel alignment coded what was essential, and thus the concep-
tual basis of the field as already figured with lines in a differentiated space
was indispensable. Faraday’s method of observation of magnetic features
builds on the possibility of detecting differences in the magnetic influence
on various substances in a magnetic field:
figure 20. Daniel Bernoulli, water flow in converging
(or diverging) tubes, 1738. From Daniel Bernoulli,
Hydrodynamica (Strasbourg, 1738), plate 4, fig. 28a.
University Library of Basel, shelfmark Jt II 7.
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This method of [differential] observation required lines because Faraday had repre-
sented the effect in terms of changes in the density of lines. The ‘‘converging’’ of
magnetic lines by the ‘‘concentrating action’’ of iron made clear a practical under-
standing of the experimental techniques of the 1820s. Faraday now claimed that it
was impossible to interpret his results in any other way. He stated emphatically that
‘‘no other method [of representation] could be used with the differential system of
observation.’’74
The main features are again encoded in the converging of the magnetic
lines. So, for his flow lines, Ahlborn found in Faraday the idea of the ‘‘dis-
tortion of lines’’ already preformed. I restrict myself to mentioning just a few
precursors in order to suggest that Ahlborn contemplated his line forma-
tions with respect to the different intervals they have to each other. For him,
the relative width of the pipe bundles was meaningful.
Summary: Toward the Relationship
Between Recorded and Drawn Lines
In summary, we can say that neither of the two researchers limited
himself to simply redrawing the lines recorded in photographs. The drawn
lines are significant for both. As a starting base, in each case an ensemble of
figure 21. Michael Faraday, simplified depiction of paramagnetic and
diamagnetic matter with respect to ‘‘mere space,’’ 1851. Fig. 1:
convergence; fig. 2: divergence. From Michael Faraday, Experimental-
Untersuchungen u¨ber Elektricita¨t [1855], (Berlin, 1891), 3:§2807, fig. 1–2.
University Library of Basel, shelfmark Jv IX 32:3.
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points has to be arranged in order to get the lines drawn as soon as time
becomes relevant. With his lines, Ahlborn splits the water into different
zones in order first to be able to define structures, second to code velocity
and pressure, and third to situate his brilliant narrative descriptions. With
the narration of the events he could describe the single parts at length, stretch
the time so the processes could unfold in front of the reader’s inner eye. In
his eloquent description, Ahlborn gave the impression that he could observe
what happened when the obstacle changed its direction in the water. In other
words, he envisioned an interactive handling, though one has to suspect that
during the actual experiments—lasting only a few seconds—the immersed
resistance object always remained in the same orientation.
Marey too is concerned with the tension between space and time, but
differently. The relationship between the speed of the movement and the
exposure time is a difficult issue in chronophotography on a fixed plate. If
the object moves too slowly relative to the recording/exposure frequency of
the camera, then its outer appearance is ‘‘drowned out’’ by the quantity of
information. However, this can still be puzzled out as long as a progression is
recorded. According to Jean-Luc Daval, the segmentation of the movement
into many small spatiotemporal units puts the emphasis on the measure-
ment of distance by way of time.75 Bernd Stiegler interprets the focus the
other way around: ‘‘All of Marey’s experiments have in common that time is
converted into space and is readable in spatial categories. Pontus Hulte´n
describes this procedure as ‘transcribing an idea of time in terms of
space.’’’76 With his spatiotemporal inquiries, Marey ultimately points to the
calculation of the expenditure of energy. The comparison between Marey’s
visualizations of flow and those of Ahlborn shows a related approach in
many respects. From their hints regarding requirements and claims one can
conclude that both scientists pursued their research in accordance with
what later will be called ‘‘mechanical objectivity.’’77
They were committed to establishing standard requirements for instru-
ments and results, as well as to recording phenomena with as little distur-
bance or influence from extraneous factors as possible; or—even better—to
let the phenomena inscribe themselves.78 The provisions for making things
visible should solely and clearly reveal the existing situation. Even though
the approaches seem to be quite similar at first, upon closer examination
substantial differences become apparent.
One significant difference between Marey’s and Ahlborn’s approaches
lies in the meaning of longitudinal coding. Or, to put it in other words,
Marey thinks along the lines and would have had in mind a portrait of the
successive advance of the mobile wall of streaks, while Ahlborn thinks more
across the lines.79 What must be noted here is the relative width of the tube
bundles between the flow lines, which here function as partition markers.
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While the bright striations of the club moss spores in the photographs
serve as local velocity indicators, and thus their lengths are information
carriers, the length of the flow lines in Ahlborn’s drawings does not encode
anything further. The drawn lines fill the whole image in such a way that, for
Ahlborn, a proceeding ‘‘front’’ is not urgently desired. Therefore, in his
schemes no past is depicted. He composes an average impression of a fully
developed movement. In fact, there exist sporadic drawings depicting
nascent vortices. However, Ahlborn then presents this genesis in separate
drawn stages, and these graphics are not to be misinterpreted as the repre-
sentation of a specific development of eddies. Such ‘‘portraits’’ are rather to
be expected from Marey.
The field of lines cannot be restricted to something merely formal or
material. Marey and Ahlborn understood it also within their specific horizons
of rehearsed practices, customs, situating factors, and theoretical frameworks.
The images are undoubtedly affected by the scientific culture. To modify W. J.
T. Mitchell’s dialectical concept of visual culture: while images can be seen as
social constructions, the inverse perspective is also evident, namely, that—in
this case—the sciences are shaped insofar as they are partly based on the
visual and on visualizations.80 The images that result from research in turn
shape further research and the design process. This is not always uniformly
the case, but I have attempted to give some indication, by way of example, of
how and to what extent artifacts of research can foster, inhibit, or channel
actions directed toward a scientific outcome.
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